
Comprehensive Particle Characterization

The behavior of powdered substances is largely ruled by the properties of the 
constituent particles. Solvias offers comprehensive particle (powder) characterization 
to support our customers during their product development, manufacturing and 
quality control. The main techniques offered at Solvias AG are listed below with a 
short description of the measured property and the influence on the material. 

Technique Particle characteristics Instruments available at Solvias AG Additional information

Size, morphology and surface area

The particle size distribution (PSD) as well as the morphology and surface area of a drug substance may have significant effects on final drug product 
performance (e.g., dissolution, bioavailability, content uniformity, stability, etc.). Furthermore, the PSDs of both drug substance and excipients can affect drug 
product manufacturability (e.g., flowability, blend uniformity, compactibility, etc.), which, ultimately, can impact safety, efficacy, and quality of the drug 
product. The PSDs of pharmaceutical powders can influence almost every step of manufacturing processes for solid drug forms, including pre-mixing/
mixing, granulation, drying, milling, blending, coating, encapsulation, and compression.

Microscopy size, morphology 
(shape, porosity)

Automated stereo microscope M205A (Leica 
Microsystems) with Speed XT core 5 digital camera

resolves structural detail 
down to approx. 500 nm

Automated high performance optical microscope DM6000 
(Leica Microsystems) with ProgRes CFscan digital camera

> 0.8 µm

Optical microscope BX52 (Olympus) with SC30 digital camera > 2.9 µm

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) NovaSEM 230 (FEI) 
with a Genesis XM 2 EDX-system

> 20 nm

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) EM 910 (Zeiss) 
with a digital camera

 > 5 nm

Particle counter size distribution, 
particle counting

Syringe® (Markus Klotz GmbH) 0.9–139 µm

Micro-Flow  
Imaging (MFI)

size, size distribution, 
concentration, shape, 
morphology

MFI 5200 (Protein Simple) 1–100 µm

Sieving size distribution Analytical sieve shakers AS 200 control (Retsch GmbH) 90–1600 µm
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Size, morphology and surface area continued

Laser light scattering size distribution, 
surface area

Sympatec Helos System (Sympatec GmbH)

• Sucell (wet dispersion)

• Cuvette (wet dispersion)

• Quixel (wet dispersion)

• Rodos (dry dispersion): 2 feeder devices (Vibri and Aspiros)

0.1–1750 µm

Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern Instruments)

• Hydro 2000 (wet dispersion)

• Scirocco (dry dispersion)

0.02–2000 µm

Mastersizer 3000 (Malvern Instruments)

•  Hydro MV medium volume automated liquid  
dispersion system incl. Hydro Sight in-line imaging

•  Aero S automated dry powder dispersion system  
with standard / high energy venturi and micro  
volume sample tray

0.01–3500 μm

Gas sorption specific surface area Areamax (Seifert Instruments)

specific surface area, 
pore size distribution

Quadrasorb (Quantachrome)

Optical properties

Laser light scattering uses either the Fraunhofer Approximation or the Mie theory to calculate the particle size distribution. The Fraunhofer approximation 
does not require the knowledge of the optical properties of the sample and provides accurate results for large and opaque particles. The analysis of particles 
smaller than 10 µm (also transparent particles), however, requires the application of the Mie theory, which in turn requires the knowledge of the optical 
properties of the sample and the dispersant.

Becke line test determination of the real 
refractive index

Axioskop (Zeiss)

Abbe refractometer 
(interpolation of 
concentration 
dependent RI)

determination of the real 
refractive index

Automated high performance optical microscope DM6000 
(Leica Microsystems) with ProgRes CFscan digital camera

Thermal analysis

Thermal analytical techniques are used to support the characterization and development of solid formulations. They are commonly applied to assess 
interparticulate composition and homogeneity, to detect and identify polymorphic forms and to physico-chemically characterize a crystalline solid.

Thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA)

quantitative and qualitative 
composition analysis, 
thermal stability, melting 
point, solvent content

Axioskop (Zeiss)

Differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC)

phase transition DSC Q2000 (TA-Instruments)

Solution calorimetry enthalpy of solution Precision Solution Calorimetry (Thermometric AB)

Capillary melting 
point determination

melting point Melting Point Apparatus B-545 (Büchi)

Isothermal 
calorimetry (TAM)

excipient compatibility TAM III Nano-/Multi-/Solutionkalorimeter (TA-Instruments)
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Physical properties

Polymorphism is an important characteristic of materials used in the pharmaceutical, pigment, electrical and various other industry sectors. It is the ability of 
almost every substance to exist in two or more crystal structures with each of them potentially having different physicochemical properties. XRPD produces a 
unique X-ray diffraction pattern of the substance that reveals information on its structural and microstructural properties. This information can be used to 
identify different polymorphs, evaluate excipient compatibility, optimize process parameters, detect form impurities, and monitor the uniformity of the product. 

The absorption or adsorption of water might induce a transformation between different crystalline forms, generate hydrates, and influence the degradation 
rate of the compound. Hygroscopicity is the degree to which a substance attracts water from its environment. The evaluation of the hygroscopicity of a 
substance is therefore highly relevant in the evaluation of storage conditions and the general stability.  

The aqueous solubility and dissolution of a drug compound are basic parameters that directly influence the rate and extent of drug absorption into the body 
and therefore its in vivo bioavailability.

XRPD crystallinity, microstructure X-Ray Diffractometer Bruker D8 (Bruker)  

X-Ray Powder Diffractometer STOE STADI P (STOE)

X''Pert PRO-MPD Pulverdiffraktometer  

Dynamic vapor 
sorption (DVS)

hygroscopicity Gravimetric Sorption Analyser SPS11-100n (proUmid 
GmbH)

 

Dissolution intrinsic dissolution, 
dissolution rate, dissolution 
profiles

Dissolution Systems (Sotax AG)  

Solubility solubility concentration Agilent 1100 Series HPLC mit Chromeleon  

Microscopy crystallinity – amorphous 
(qualitative)

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) EM 910 (Zeiss) 
with a digital camera

diffraction pattern

Optical microscope BX52 (Olympus) with SC30 digital camera polarized light

Density and Porosity

The density of particles and powders is an important property that influences the performance and function of many materials. Changes in density can also 
indicate changes in the production process. By definition, density is the mass per unit volume of a product. Three different types of density can be evaluated 
at Solvias: The true density is the density of the pure solid excluding any void volume between the particles or any pores inside the particles. The bulk density 
of a powder includes the solid volume of the particles, the pore volume and the interparticle voids. The tap density, on the other hand, measures the volume 
of a powder after mechanically tapping a container containing the powder sample. Porosity consists of the volume of the pores relative to the sum of all 
volumes in a particle: the solid, open pores and closed pores. The porosity of solid drug substances can impact its production (e.g. flowability) and 
pharmacokinetic behavior as well as the tensile strength of solid drug forms.  

Jolting volumeter bulk density Jolting volumeter STAV 2003 (Engelsmann AG)

tapped density Jolting volumeter STAV 2003 (Engelsmann AG)  

Gas sorption specific surface area Areamax (Seifert Instruments)  

specific surface area, pore 
size distribution

Quadrasorb (Quantachrome)  

Microscopy (SEM) cross-section, surface-size of 
pores

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) NovaSEM 230 (FEI)
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Identity

Microparticles that are not available in the bulk or, in case, they have to be analyzed individually, IR-microscopy and Raman-microscopy are powerful 
techniques to determine their chemical identity and to provide a “fingerprint” that is characteristic to the material. Single microparticles are commonly 
found as contamination during the manufacturing process of e.g. pharmaceuticals and electronics impacting product quality. In addition, all kind of 
formulations such as solid drug forms, cosmetics, foods etc. are composed of particles that have to be controlled because of its impact on stability, 
bioavailability, and intellectual property protection.

IR microscopy identity FTIR-microscope Spotlight 400 (Perkin Elmer)  

Raman microscopy identity Raman-microscope inVia Reflex (Renishaw)

Raman-microscope RM 1000 (Renishaw)  

Microscopy 
(SEM / EDX)

identity by morphological 
aspects, semiquantitative 
elemental distribution

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) NovaSEM 230 (FEI) 
with a Genesis XM 2 EDX-system

 

Surface properties, rheology and nanoparticle analysis

Nanoparticles are being used in a wide range of products to improve their properties. This is possible since materials change their physical properties as their 
size approaches the nano-scale range - mostly due to the large surface area to volume ratio. The interaction of nanoparticles with their surrounding is 
mainly dictated by their surface properties. The strength of particle interaction affects, in turn, the mobility of particles through a solution. The 
characterization of structure, size and response to external forces facilitates to understand and control the stability and rheology of liquid formulations 
containing nano and micron sized particles. 

Laser Doppler 
micro-electrophoresis

zeta-potential, 
electrophoretic mobility

Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments)  

Dynamic light 
scattering

microrheology, particle size 
(nanoparticles), 
hydrodynamic radius

Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments) 0.3 nm–10 µm

Asymmetric field flow 
fractionation (AF4)

particle size AF4 System Eclipse DUALTEC (Wyatt Technology) 0.3 nm–10 µm

Microscopy (SEM) structural information Scanning electron microscope (SEM) NovaSEM 230 (FEI) > 20 nm


